To “Enhance our sense of community by demonstrating high standards of care for our physical environment,” and to “Promote a respect for knowledge and a lifelong commitment to learning, discernment and ethical decision making,” are two key components of the mission of The University of Scranton. As an integral constituent of the University, The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Memorial Library strives to meet these goals and to instill these ideals in our campus and local community.

The Harry & Jeanette Weinberg Memorial Library is unique to The University of Scranton in at least two ways: the Library is both an academic department and a frequently populated physical location on campus. As an academic department it is our duty to educate students in the mission and ideals of this Jesuit University. As a physical building and busy hub for students, staff, and faculty, the building and its constituents can physically enact the ethical mission of living a sustainable lifestyle.

The Library Green Team was formed in 2010 to lead the Weinberg Memorial Library faculty and staff toward accomplishing two major goals: to educate all Library users about the importance of sustainability, and to lead through example by cultivating an environment of sustainable practices in the Library.

The Green Team's website with our Mission statement can be found here: http://matrix.scranton.edu/academics/wml/green/index.shtml
The Green Team's activities are blogged about here: http://wmlinfospot.wordpress.com/tag/sustainability/